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Q1 Are you a visitor to the Website of the Ministry of Health and
Prevention?
Total responses : 58
Total skipped : 0

Q2 How happy are you and satisfied with the website in terms of content
and technical characteristics?
Total responses : 56
Total skipped : 2
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Q3 Share your opinion and suggestions for the website development
Total responses : 28
Total skipped : 30
1. Worst experience with MOHAP website and call center I did my pre-medical examination got the
message result can be downloaded from website. When you log in its show's application under
review one of the worst service provided by MOHAP. After one month a
2. I was living in Abu Dhabi for 14 years my husband was working in etihad Airways as captain A380
we go back to tunis in January and im still connected with UAE I love this country ❤ hope to go back
.here in tunis I'm regitred and still not vaccinated allah
3. ﻢ دﻛﺎﺗﺮه وﻣﺎﻧﺴﻤﻊ راي اﻟﺠﻤﻬﻮر ﻓﻴﻊﻦ ﻣﺎ ﺗﻄﻠﻊ ﻣﻨﻪ ﺑﻔﺎﻳﺪه ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺘﺠﺪد ﻛﻠﻪ ﺣﺎﻻت واﺻﺎﺑﺎت ﺷﻮ ﺗﺒﻮن وﺑﻌﺪ وﺿﻴﻮﻓﻣﻤ
4. Very Good many thx
5. I love the fact that you keep us all updated on a daily basis. This is great innovation and flexibility
for the UAE government and health department in particular
6. Primitive does not work well on computers or mobile and has issues with uaepass
7. Good
8. I really appreciate this website.
9. The updates are not in an easy to locate simple way to understand nobody knows where to check
10. real person to chat and solution to problems by their knowledge many times we dont get solution
11. Improve it
12. there are no support system for any question.
13. Include more about mental. Health also
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14. ا
15. It's so accurate and helpful to access
16. excellent
17. Thank you
18. No
19. Please done something to open uae india flights
20. Good
21. You can add more resources about Covid internationally, Thank you
22. We need to know please when the corona vaccine will be available for visitors?
23. Very helpful daily updates
24. Need information about vaccination for visit visa holders
25. it is good
26. Suggest to update and simplify the assessment for healthcare professionals, making clear
pathways for upgrade of evaluation (for example a GP doctor completes MRCGP[INT] and 3years
passed, does the doctor need to take the MOHAP assessment exam again or he
27. it's difficult to connect to a call center agent. having a lot of advertisement. not happy with the
service
28. worst experience and no coordination at all
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